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Wilson Forbes’ Chicken Tractor

A chicken tractor is a mobile coop on wheels which allows you to move your chickens 

around your garden/ homestead as often as you like, benefitting the chickens with fresh 

pasture and the garden with chicken-powered tillage and fertilization. 

Functionality

To be functional a chicken tractor needs to:

1. Keep chickens in

2. Keep predators out, but still give chickens access to ground to 

scratch  

3. Provide shelter, shade and food for the chickens 

4. Be easily moved by one person and

5. Provide easy access for collecting eggs and cleaning the coop.  

That’s a lot to ask from one unit. Wilson’s design fulfills all of these 

functions. Chicken tractors are a great idea, and very popular, but in 

fact there are a lot of failed attempts at building them.  Many end up 

being too heavy to move and simply become small, stationary coops.  

The Frame

Wilson uses 3/8” rebar for the frame, covered with chicken wire secured with 

hog rings.  The wheels are mounted at an angle so that they are off the ground 

when the tractor is in place, but engage when the tractor is lifted slightly, 

allowing it to be moved easily.  

The Coop

Putting It All Together

Wilson has been working with MKWC, teaching us how to weld, 

showing us the designs and templates and all of the details involved 

in building a chicken tractor.  We helped to finish a model that Wilson 

started, which will serve as a model for fabricating more units.  We 

are organizing skill sharing events to pass on this knowledge and 

make these resources available to the community.  Building a chicken 

tractor is a commitment requiring many hours, learning some new 

skills, following through with details, but as Wilson has shown us, 

anything is possible with patience and perseverance.  

About Helen and Wilson Forbes

The coop is made of 3/8” 

plywood, primed and painted.  

A lid on the nesting box 

provides easy access for egg 

collection.  The door to the 

coop folds down and serves 

as a ramp.  The coop is high 

enough off the ground to 

provide shade during the day, 

a critical feature in our 

climate. A side hatch and 

scraper facilitates cleaning the 

coop.

Wilson and his wife Helen are the Helen 
and Scott Nearing of Happy Camp.  
They’ve lived on Elk Creek since 1965 in 
a home they built themselves, with an 
abundant garden and homestead that is 
beautiful, productive, and neat as a pin.  
Wilson has dedicated himself to 
fabricating tools and infrastructure that 
helps others to produce their own food.  
In addition to chicken tractors, he also 
fabricates raised garden beds out of 
cement that are easy to build and last 

many, many years.  

After years of building, designing and 

tinkering, Wilson Forbes has come up with a 

chicken tractor that is light, predator proof, 

and can easily be moved by one person.  He 

has donated designs, templates and tools to 

MKWC so that community members can build 

their own.
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